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Introduction

• Climate and Clean Air Coalition’s HFC Initiative funding 14 national 

HFC inventories

• 6 completed: Bangladesh, Chile, Colombia, Ghana, Indonesia, 

Nigeria (all UNDP)

• 8 under way: Bahamas, Cambodia, Jordan, Kyrgyzstan, Maldives, 

Mongolia, South Africa, Vietnam (UNEP, UNIDO, World Bank)

• Bilaterally funded: Moldova, Sri Lanka (UNDP)

• Inventories use import data and surveys of end users of HFCs –

include details of importers, breakdown of use per sector, and 

national consumption estimates (past and forward projections)

• This paper summarises the first six inventories; project carried out 

by UNEP for CCAC, with involvement of UNDP

• Further report to cover all inventories next year
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Wide range of 
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Bangladesh: HFCs and sectors



No import data; 

all figures are 

projections

MAC main 

sector (48%)

Non-medical 

aerosols (40%) 

– doubtful?

Servicing / 

manufacturing 

breakdown

Indonesia: HFCs and sectors
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Ghana: sectors
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Nigeria: HFCs
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Overview: HFCs



Overview: rates of growth



Overview: sectors



Overview: points to note

• Data availability is a problem (note Sri Lanka)

• All countries anticipate continued growth in HFC use: particularly 

from spread of household and commercial RAC and mobile AC and 

expansion of MDI manufacturing (Bangladesh)

• Phase-out of HCFCs will add to growth, particularly in stationary AC

• No use of HFCs for foam-blowing yet; expected in Bangladesh, 

some in Indonesia

• Hydrocarbon alternatives: very little in Bangladesh, Indonesia; 

some in Chile, Colombia; more in Ghana, Nigeria

• Climate impacts: will cover in next year’s report

• Inventory reports also identify options for HFC reduction and 

avoidance


